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(A) Basic Skills: 
Unit 1: It’s Nice to Meet You!  
1. Match questions and answers. Number the questions.  Then write.  

___   How old are you        ___   Where do you live 

___   Nice to meet you      ___   What’s your name 
 

 
Jack 

Hi, I’m Jack. (1)  ____________? 

My name’s Samir.  

(2)_________________? 

 I’m eleven years old.  

(3) _________________?  

I live in Jeddah.  

(4) _____________.  

Nice to meet you, too.   

 
Samir  

 
2. Read the questions and write your own answers.   
 

1.What’s your name? _______________________________.  

2.How old are you?    _______________________________. 

3.Where do you live? _______________________________. 

4.Do you have any brothers? _________________________.  

5.How many brothers do you have? _______________________. 

6.Do you have any sisters? ______________________________. 

7.How many sisters do you have? _________________________.  

8.Can you read English words? ___________________________. 

9.Can you ride a bicycle? _______________________________ 
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3. Unscramble and write the sentences.   
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

1. 

 

2. 

 

3. 

 

4. 
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5. Fill in the blanks with the suitable letters: (ea --  ee) 

1. m _ _ t         2. r_ _ d        3. m _ _ t       4. ch _ _ se 

 

 

6. Say, and match. 
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7. Circle the right answer. Then read. 
     Omar and (1) (his / her) family live in Jeddah. (2) (Their / Your) 

apartment is near the center of town. Omar‘s father is a 

businessman. (3) (My / His) mother is a teacher. He has two sisters. 

(4) (His / Their) names are Fatima and Sahar. They like to play in  

(5) (her / their) room and speak with (6) (their / your) friends. 

 

8. Fill in the blank with the proper possessive pronoun:  

(mine, ours, his, hers, yours, its, theirs) 
 

1-  Whose skirt is this?  It’s Nura’s. / It’s______.  

2- Whose coat is this?  It’s Pete’s. / It’s _______.  

3- Whose dress is this?  It’s Sara’s. / It’s _______. 

4- I paid for my scarf, so it is _________. 

5- This jacket is for you. It’s __________. 

6- The math book belongs to Omar. It is __________. 

7- We bought this game together, so it is __________. 

8- Ahmed can find his classroom, but Susan and Mary can’t 

find __________. 

9- Whose hat is this?  It is Sami’s.  / It’s __________. 

10-Whose T-shirts are these? They’re Steve and Ken’s.  /  

They’re __________. 

11- I bought new books, so the books are _________. 
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Unit 2: Sea Animals 
1. Fill in the blanks.  

A: What‘s that?  

B: It‘s a  ___________________                        

A: What do you think about it?  

B: I think it‘s ___________________                 

A: What are those?  

B: They‘re  ___________________                     

A: What do you think about them?  

B: I don‘t think they‘re  ___________________                      

 
 
Question 2: 
 

2. Read and match the words with the pictures. Write. 

 

 

a.            b.            c.             d. _________            

e.              f.           g.            h. _________            
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Question 3: 

 

3. Listen and fill in the words.  

eel-walrus - whale - dolphin - shark - seal - seahorse - seagull 
 

As slippery as an ________.  

As fat as a ___________.  

As big as a _________.   

As fast as a _________. 

As scary as a _________. 

As cute as a baby _______. 

As slow as a _________.    

As noisy as a _________.          

Question 4: 

4. Fill in the words.  

I think …  

a dolphin is _________. 

a seahorse is _________ than a dolphin.  

a baby seal is the _________. 

I think …  

whales are _________.  

sharks are __________ than whales.  

dolphins are the __________. 

 
 
 

cute   cuter    cutest    fast   faster   fastest 
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 Question 5: 
 

Choose the correct missing letter or letters. 
 

 

 

g_ _ t 

(  oa  -  ow  ) 

 
Sn _ _  

(  oa  -  ow  ) 

 

 

 

 
 

 

h _ _ se  

(  ou  -  ow  ) 

 
 

yell _ _  

(  oa  -  ow  ) 

 

 
 

m _ _ se  

(  ou  -  ow  ) 

 
c _ _ t  

(  oa  -  ow  ) 

 

 
Question 6: 
 

Read the conversation then answer the following question. 

 
                                                                            

                                                                           What is Ahmad doing?  

                                                         He is                       ___. 

                                                             
 
 
 

 

Ali: Hello Ahmad, how are you? 

Ahmad: Hi Ali, I am fine thank you. 

Ali: What are you doing? 

Ahmad: I am reading a book. 
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(B) Vocabulary: 
Question 1: (Multiple Choices) : 
Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 

physical reaction to items  1. 

(D) suspicious (C) evidence (B) consume (A) allergies  

tasks given 2. 

(D) evidence (C) allergies (B) assignments (A) accuse  

to eat or drink 3. 

(D) accuse (C) consume (B) suspicious (A) evidence  

causing doubt or mistrust 4. 

(D) suspicious (C) evidence (B) accuse (A) assignments  

to say that a person has done something wrong 5. 

(D) evidence (C) allergies (B) consume (A) accuse  

proof  6. 

(D) consume (C) assignments (B) evidence (A) allergies  

think about other people and their feelings 7. 

(D) suspicious (C) consideration (B) consume (A) allergies  

Maria sneezed because she has _____________. 8. 

(D) allergies (C) evidence (B) accuse (A) suspicious                                
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Andre wrote down his ________________ at school. 9. 

(D) evidence (C) allergies (B) accuse (A) assignments  

I like to ________________ cookies with milk. 

 

10. 

(D) accuse (C) suspicious (B) consume (A) evidence  

There was little __________ left by the thief. 11. 

(D) suspicious (C) evidence (B) accuse (A) assignments  

long trip 12. 

(D) completed (C) wildlife (B) journey (A) natural  

finished or ended 

 

13. 

(D) natural (C) journey (B) roamed (A) completed  

Animals that live naturally in an area ……. 

 

14. 

(D) natural (C) journey (B) roamed (A) wildlife  

Something that is made by nature or unchanged by people 

 

15. 

(D) wildlife (C) completed (B) natural  (A) roamed  

moved around in a large area with no purpose 16. 

(D) natural (C) journey (B) wildlife (A) roamed  

I _____________ my test on time. 17. 

(D) completed (C) wildlife (B) roamed (A) natural  

What would you call a trip around the world? 18. 

(D) completed (C) journey (B) wildlife   (A) natural  

Cotton is a ______________ fabric. 

 

19. 

(D) wildlife (C) completed (B) natural  (A) roamed  

We ___________ in the park. 20. 

(D) natural (C) journey (B) wildlife (A) roamed  
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Question 2: (Pairing Questions) 
       Match the pictures from column (1) with the appropriate word from 

column (2).  

 

Column (2)  Column (1) 

(A) suspicious 

 1.           

(B) wildlife      

 2.         

(C)  consume      

         3.       

(D) completed       

  

       4. 

(E) allergies    

  

      5.  

(F) evidence    

          

     6. 

(G) journey    

  

     7. 

(H) roamed    
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(C) Spelling: 
 

Question 1: (Multiple Choices) : 
Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 
 

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 1. 

(D)  cash (C)  cach (B)  caish (A)  coasch  

When the ________ rings, it is noon. 

 

2. 

(D)  bele (C)  belle (B)  bell (A)  bel  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 3. 

(D)  grimm (C)  grum (B)  grime (A)  grim  

The boat tied up to the __________ . 4. 

(D)  doik (C)  dock (B)  docke (A)  doak  

If you ___________, you are kidding. 5. 

(D)  blough (C)  blufe (B)  bluff (A)  bluf  

f l ___ t    (Complete the word with the correct letter). 

 

6. 

(D)  z (C)  w (B)  q (A)  a  

s h ___ l f    (Complete the word with the correct letter). 

 

7. 

(D)  g (C)  e (B)  v (A)  m  

h ___ n t    (Complete the word with the correct letter). 

 

8. 

(D)  i (C)  f (B)  x (A)  b  

___ d d    (Complete the word with the correct letter). 

 

9. 

(D)  k (C)  s (B)  o (A)  n  

s ___ m    (Complete the word with the correct letter). 

 

10. 

(D)  p (C)  u (B)  r (A)  t  
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My dad drinks __________ with his breakfast. 11. 

(D)  te (C)  tei (B)  tee (A)  tea  

We listened to her ____________ about safety. 12. 

(D)  speash (C)  speech (B)  speach (A)  speche  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 13. 

(D)  chefe (C)  cheef (B)  cheaf (A)  chief  

The opposite of mountain is ____________ . 14. 

(D)  refe (C)  rief (B)  reef (A)  reaf  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 15. 

(D)  leak (C)  leke (B)  liek (A)  leek  

p l _ _ s e (Complete the word with the correct letters). 

 

16. 

(D)  e (C)  e a (B)  e e (A)  i e  

w __ __ p   (Complete the word with the correct letters). 

 
17. 

(D)  e (C)  e a (B)  e e (A)  i e  

t h __ __ f (Complete the word with the correct letters). 

 

18. 

(D)  e (C)  e a (B)  e e (A)  i e  

b r _ _th (Complete the word with the correct letters). 

 

19. 

(D)  e (C)  e a (B)  e e (A)  i e  

f __ __ t   (Complete the word with the correct letters). 

 

20. 

(D)  e (C)  e a (B)  e e (A)  i e  
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Question 2: 

 

Put Ⓣ True if the sentence is true. or Ⓕ False if the sentence is wrong. 

1) The spelling of "chief" is correct. 

2) The spelling of "flate" is correct. 

3) The spelling of "shelf" is correct.  

4) The spelling of "leak" is correct.  

5) The spelling of "soum" is correct.  

6) The spelling of "tee" is correct.  

 

 

 

Question 3: 

 

Correct the mistake. Write the word correctly on the line. 

 

1. plumme        _______________ 

2. pleese         _______________ 

3. shilf           _______________ 

4. theaf         _______________ 

 

 

 T      F 

 T      F 

 T      F 

 T      F 

 T      F 

 T      F 
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(D) Grammar: 
 

Question 1: (Multiple Choices) : 
Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 

His lunch bag is missing. (Choose the type of sentence) 1. 

(D) command (C) exclamation (B) fragment (A) sentence  

is very hungry today (Choose the type of sentence) 

 

 

2. 

(D) question 

 

 

(C) fragment  (B) exclamation (A) command  

Did you bring your lunch? (Choose the type of sentence) 

 

3. 

(D) command (C) exclamation (B) fragment (A) question  

because he likes tuna fish. (Choose the type of sentence) 

 

4. 

(D) exclamation (C) sentence (B) question (A) fragment  

Are you sure you brought your lunch _ (Choose the correct 

punctuation mark)? 

 

5. 

(D) , (C) ! (B) ? (A) .  

Cats like eating fish _ (Choose the correct punctuation mark) 6. 

(D) ! (C) ? (B) , (A) .  

Wow, this is a great cat __ (Choose the correct punctuation mark) 7. 

(D) ? 

 

 

(C)  . (B) ! (A)  ,  

Who brought peanut butter and jelly_ (Choose the correct 

punctuation mark) 
8. 

(D) ! (C) , (B) . (A) ?  

Cats are my favorite pets_ (Choose the correct punctuation mark) 

 

9. 

(D) , (C) ! (B) . (A) ?  

I don’t have any money_ (Choose the correct punctuation mark) 10. 

(D) , (C) ? (B) . (A) !  
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Wow, I can’t believe the cat ate my lunch _ (Choose the correct 

punctuation mark) 
11. 

(D) . 

 

 

(C)  ? (B) ! (A)  ,  

Where is the mother cat _ (Choose the correct punctuation mark) 12. 

(D) ? (C) , (B) . (A) !  

Can you lend me a dollar? (Choose the type of sentence) 13. 

(D) statement (C) exclamation (B) question (A) command  

What a funny story! (Choose the type of sentence) 

 

14. 

(D) command 

 

 

(C) statement  (B) exclamation (A) question  

The kittens are hiding. (Choose the type of sentence) 15. 

(D) exclamation  (C) command (B) question (A) statement  

Bring the kittens to my office. (Choose the type of sentence) 16. 

(D) statement (C) exclamation (B) command (A) question  

I like to visit the park often, _____ I live too far away. (Use the 

correct conjunction) 
17. 

(D)  so (C)  and (B) but (A) or  

My aunt came with me to the park, _____ she said it was beautiful. 

(Use the correct conjunction) 
18. 

(D) but 

 

 

(C)  because (B)  or (A) and  

I love the Yellowstone Park, _____ my brother likes the beach. 

(Use the correct conjunction) 
19. 

(D)  and 

 
 

(C) so (B) or (A) but  

A volcano steams _____ erupts. (Use the correct conjunction) 20. 

(D)  so (C) or (B) but (A) and  

A moose ___ a wolf might walk by. (Use the correct conjunction) 21. 

(D)  so (C) or (B) but (A) for  
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My family loves camping, _____ I prefer reading indoors. (Use the 

correct conjunction) 
22. 

(D) and 

 

 

(C)  because (B)  or (A) but  

Serena _____ Maria are camping. (Use the correct conjunction) 23. 

(D)  so (C) and (B) but (A) or  

We’ll go for camping, ____ we might go to the beach. (Use the 

correct conjunction) 
24. 

(D)  so (C)  and (B) but (A) or  

Koala bears ____ kangaroos live in Australia. 25. 

(D) and 

 

 

(C) so (B) or (A) but  
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(E) Reading Comprehension: 
 
READING COMPREHENSION PASSAGES-1 
 

Now read the article below quickly and check your answers.  
 

People have lived in caves for thousands of years, and in some places there are 
people who still live in them.  
 

    Cave houses have many advantages. They're easy to 
make and don't cost a lot of money. They are cool in the 
day and warm at night.  
The only problem with caves can be rain because when it 
rains caves can become wet. Because of this, people live 
in caves in countries where it doesn't rain very much!  
 

You can find examples of ultra-modern cave houses in the Australian desert, 
where it is incredibly hot. In some towns people live underground, where it is cool 
and comfortable, and where they don't need air- conditioning!  
 

People lived in _____ for thousands of years. 1. 

(D) countries (C) desert (B) forests (A) caves  

They are easy to make and don’t cost a lot of _________. 

 

2. 

(D) question 

 

 

(C) money  (B) problem (A) rain  

The caves are _____ during the day. 3. 

(D) comfortable (C) warm (B) rainy (A) cool  

Caves can become wet when it __________.  4. 

(D) years (C) snows (B) rains (A) costs  

The ultra-modern cave houses are found in the ________ desert.   5. 

(D) Australian (C) American (B) Indian (A) African  
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READING COMPREHENSION PASSAGES-2 
 

 

F T The wolves brought to Yellowstone National Park had a lot 

to learn. 
1. 

F T A wolf pack has “family” rules. 

 

2. 

F T Wolves have to keep friends away. 3. 

F T Wolves talk with one another by howling in “song fests”.  4. 

F T Wolves talk with one another by singing in “song fests”. 5. 
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(F) Writing: 
Unscramble the sentences to put them in the right order 
of sentence structure: 

1. quiz / grammar/ . /This /is /easy 

____________________________________ 

2. and/ can / English / speak / French /. / I 

____________________________________ 

3. a /the /is/.  / There /pen /desk /on 

____________________________________ 

4. are /They / late / often /. / 

____________________________________ 

5.  old /ten /She /. / years /is 

____________________________________ 

 

Unscramble the words to make proper questions. 
 

1. like /you /job /do /your? 

____________________________________ 

2. tomorrow /going /what /are /to /you /do? 

____________________________________ 

3. food /your /is /favorite/What? 

____________________________________ 

4. are /Why /learning /you /English? 

____________________________________ 

5.  you /water /much /do /a /drink /How /day? 

____________________________________ 

6. English /Can /parents /your /speak? 

____________________________________ 
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Read the paragraph below. Correct the mistakes. 
my name is Lilly lang 

i am 28 years old  

I am from Atlanta, Georgia 

my English is native language 

I am an artist 

 
_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 

 

 

 

May Allah guide you                                                         5th English Language Teachers 
 


